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A conditional averaging technique to extract the underlying vortex pattern from 
a turbulent bluff body wake is described. Ensemble averages of wake velocities 
are developed on the basis of a reference phase position, determined from the 
outer flow irrotational fluctuations. The method is applied to the wakes of a 
stationary and oscillating D-shape cylinder, where, in the latter case, the vortex 
shedding is locked to the frequency of body movement. Direct comparisons of 
average circulation and vortex street spacings are obtained and these demon- 
strate the significant change in wake structure that accompanies and sustains 
vortex-induced vibrations. It is observed in both conditions that only 25 % of 
the estimated shed vorticity is found in the fully developed wake. In  addition 
the analysis produces profiles of vorticity and velocity in an ‘average vortex 
cycle’, A model, developed to help interpret these results, suggests that a good 
representation of an average wake situation is obtained by the addition of 
considerable mean shear to a street of finite area axisymmetric vortices. 

1. Introduction 
It is well known (e.g. Ferguson & Parkinson 1967) that bluff bodies which 

regularly shed spanwise organized vortices may be excited into oscillation by 
the fluctuating side forces that such vortices produce. In  general the actual 
response to the wake forcing is a complex fluid-elastic process which depends on 
the dynamic properties of the body (natural frequency, damping, etc.), and on 
the influence its movement has on the wake itself. This interaction has been 
modelled by Hartlen & Currie (1970), using a nonlinear ‘Van der Pol type’ 
oscillator for the lift forces induced by the self-excited wake fluctuations, coupled 
to a body represented by a simple second-order linear behaviour. Although 
remarkably successful in describing the character of the interaction, this ana- 
logue does not provide a direct insight into the physical processes involved and 
i t  remains necessary to conduct complementary experimental investigations to 
determine the nature of the fluid phenomena. 

The experiments of Feng (1968) demonstrate the effect of damping on the 
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amplitude response of circular and D-shape cylinders and show the resonance 
that develops when the vortex shedding frequency f, is close to the natural 
frequency f, of the body. As the reduced velocity U, is increased the oscillation 
amplitude continues to build up through ri, = l/S to a maximum resonance 
a t  some higher value of U, (U, = U,/f,d, where Uo is the free-stream velocity, d 
is a representative body dimension and S = fsd/Uo is the Strouhal number of 
the stationary body). In  the resonant condition it has been found (Toebes 1967; 
Koopmann 1967) that the spanwise correlation of wake velocity fluctuations is 
improved and also, a t  low Reynolds number, Griffin ( 1 9 7 3 ~ )  suggests that vortex 
strengths are increased. 

The aim of the work reported here was to examine the detailed structure 
of the turbulent wake of a stationary and oscillating body. A convenient 
method of examining the resonant wake-body interaction is to oscillate the 
cylinder mechanically and it has been demonstrated by Griffin (19723) that 
this can produce a certain equivalence to a naturally excited situation. Such 
was the method used in these experiments to create a wake wherein the 
vortex shedding was synchronized to the simple harmonic oscillations of the 
body. 

2. Choice of bluff body and resonant condition 
It has been shown (Davies 1975) that the precise nature of an oscillating 

body-wake interaction is dependent on the geometry of that body, the after- 
body shape having a strong influence on the behaviour of the near wake. Different 
cylinder shapes are excited to a varying degree by their vortex wakes and not 
all mechanically oscillated bodies are able to synchronize their wake fluctuations 
completely. A bluff body which can produce a complete frequency locking of 
vortex shedding tjo its own movement is a D-shape cylinder, i.e. a cylinder with 
a uniform cross-section comprising a flat face normal to the oncoming stream 
and a rearward facing semicircle. This simple shape also has the advantage that 
any Reynolds number sensitivity would be expected to be small because of its 
sharp edges and was chosen for the experiments described here. It was con- 
firmed that the stationary-body base pressure and Strouhal number were in- 
variant in the range covered, which was from 7 x lo3 to 4 x lo4, based on the 
semicircle diameter. This cross-flow dimension d was 50 mm and the cylinder 
spanned a 0.91 m square low turbulence wind tunnel, on its centre-line. Light 
end plates were rigidly attached to the model, giving an effective aspect ratio 
of 15.8: 1, and this produced a good degree of spanwise uniformity of the mean 
base pressure. Although no further spanwise measurements were made, it was 
observed on a similar sharp-edged model of the same aspect ratio but with a 
shallower afterbody that the vortex filaments were aligned parallel to the 
cylinder in both stationary and oscillating conditions. 

The cylinder was oscillated by a scotch-yoke mechanism situated wholly 
outside the tunnel, which produced a maximum total vertical displacement 2a 
of 0.6d. It was found that a convenient working arrangement was 2ald = 0.4, 
and figure 1 shows the resulting wake periodicity and base pressure behaviour 
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FIGURE 1. Variation of shedding frequency and base pressure with free-stream velocity, 
for a D-shape cylinder. - - - - , stationary; - x -, oscillating (2a/d = 0-4). 

when the tunnel velocity was increased, with the cylinder oscillating with this 
amplitude a t  a constant frequency f,. The shedding is observed to be locked to 
the frequency f, over a range of 0.96-1-10 of the resonant velocity U, = 11s 
(where S is the stationary-body Strouhal number), but it is noted that the base 
pressure coefficient is not constant in this region. Figure 2 displays spectra of 
velocity fluctuations for a stationary and oscillating case, where, for the latter, 
U, = 8.0. The streamwise fluctuations were measured 6d behind the cylinder 
and 3.75~2 out from the centre-line and figure 2 (b) ,  with a single sharp spectral 
peak, shows how completely the wake oscillations were locked to the frequency 
of body movement, the displacement spect,rum of which is shown in figure 2 (c).  
In this resonant condition the base pressure coefficient was reduced to - 8-39, 
an increase in base suction of 70 % compared with the stationary-cylinder value. 
This indication of greatly increased drag is substantiated by the comparison of 
mean velocity defects plotted in figure 3, though it is interesting to note that the 
overall wake width is no larger in the oscillating case, in spite of the lateral 
movement of the body that generates it. At low Reynolds number Koopmann 
(1967) inferred from flow-visualization studies an apparent decrease in lateral 
vortex spacing in the resonant wake of an oscillating circular cylinder and i t  
might be conjectured that a similar phenomenon occurs in these turbulent wakes. 

14-2 
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FIGURE 2. Spectra of u velocity fluctuations a t  (2, y) = (6, 3.75) in the wake of (a )  a, 
stationary and ( b )  an oscillating (2a/d = 0.4, U, = 8.06) D-shape cylinder and (c )  spec- 
trum of cylinder displacement. 
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FIGURE 3. Time-mean wake profiles at  8d behind a D-shape cylinder. -0-, 
stationary; - - x - -, ‘locked’ oscillating (2a/d = 0.4, U, = 8.0). 

The subsequent sections describe a method of extracting a direct measure of 
average vortex spacing, strength and structure from a turbulent wake flow, in 
order that these ideas can be explored further. 

3. A conditional averaging technique to extract the underlying near- 
periodic elements from a turbulent vortex wake 

An instantaneous measurement of the velocities in a turbulent wake proves 
difficult to interpret because of the presence of large amplitude random fluctua- 
tions. Figure 4, for example, shows the velocity trace from a hot-wire anemo- 
meter at point ( b )  in the wake of a two-dimensional flat plate and demonstrates 
the strong influence of the turbulence. By contrast, outside the wake (at position 
(a)),  the hot wire measures the recognizably periodic irrotational fluctuations 
induced by the coherent wake structure. These oscillations are, of course, strongly 
related to the vortices in the wake and, thus, indicate their passage downstream 
through the plane of the measuring station. The principle of the ensemble aver- 
aging procedure was to use the irrotational ‘sensor’ signal to provide a reference 
phase angle to which the wake velocity could be related. The sensor reference 
was taken to be a maximum in the u velocity (streamwise) oscillations. Consider 
then a wake velocity W ( t )  and a sensor velocity #( t )  measured at  points separated 
only in the transverse ( y )  direction. In  practice both signals were digitized and 
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FIGURE 4. Hot-wire signals recorded 6d behind a flat plate normal to a uniform stream. 
( a )  Sensor in irrotational flow. ( b )  Wake signal. ( c )  Averaged signal. x, hot-wire positions. 

the resultant time series K and Si were recorded on digital magnetic tape for 
subsequent analysis. 

Examination of a length of recording reveals the series Si to have N maxima, 
say, occurring a t  i = m(j ) ,  j = I, . . . , N .  The simultaneous wake velocity is given 
by &m(j) and, therefore, an average velocity a t  this particular time in the vortex 

By definition the mean of the random fluctuations at this phase position is 
zero and, thus, if N is sufficiently large to provide a good statistical estimate of 
the mean, the turbulence is removed and the underlying average is produced. 
(For a Gaussian random variable with standard deviation 0.3,u, 4000 estimates 
yield an error of less than 1 % of p, the mean, with 95 yo probability.) Clearly 
(3.1) can be extended to a segment T of the vortex cycle by taking elements of 

where [q], is the averaged segment of length T and [JKli is the measured series 
of velocities about the j t h  maximum, i.e. m ( j )  - $T < i < m(j)  + 4T. To reveal 
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a complete wake cycle, T should equal the period of vortex shedding, and an 
estimate of its magnitude a t  any time is given by m ( j )  - m(j  - 1). However, 
owing to the possible variability of T, this can produce a decreasing number of 
samples as the edges of the segment are approached. To improve the resolution 
at  the ends of the cycle, therefore, the segment was extended to f T. The result 
of averaging the wake signal shown in figure 4 ( b )  on the basis of sensor (a )  is 
displayed as figure 4 ( c ) .  Two cycles are produced with an effective repetition of 
the approximate half-cycle on either side of the central segment. 

In  assessing the merit of this technique it is important to realize that the same 
average could not be obtained by band-pass filtering about the shedding fre- 
quency. Such a process would exclude the second-harmonic fluctuations of u 
velocity that develop in the wake centre and would also fail to remove that 
part of the turbulence spectrum within the filtering band. Neither is the sampling 
strictly periodic, since it allows for variability in the shedding process, though 
it is admitted that certain irregularities in the wake may reduce the effectiveness 
of the averaging. A particularly large adjacent vortex, for example, may modify 
the position of the local sensor maximum relative to the phase of its associated 
wake cycle. Also the pattern at the edges of the cycle will become smeared if the 
period is too variable. These considerations are, however, the essence of the 
averaging process, underlining the fact that the notion of a typical or mean vortex 
pattern is only useful when the variation in its periodic character (not the turbu- 
lence) is small. 

A complete average velocity field may be obtained by traversing a cross-wire 
across the wake to measure simultaneously the u and v velocities. 

4. Application and results of conditional averaging 
It has been observed that some consideration of the basic vortex shedding 

pattern is necessary before applying the technique described in 93. Figure 2 
showed the periodic velocity fluctuations induced by the wakes of a stationary 
and synchronized oscillating cylinder to be well ‘tuned ’ in a narrow frequency 
band. Additionally, figure 5 displays the velocity signals that correspond to 
figures 2 (a )  and ( b )  and these demonstrate the degree of amplitude modulation 
that exists in these situations. The stationary-body shedding is less regular than 
that produced by the oscillating cylinder, but i t  is not possible to determine 
whether this is due to varying vortex strength, position or a combination of both. 
In  this respect it should be noted that the conditional ensemble avera,ge produces 
an arithmetic mean of the induced velocity field, though not necessarily of the 
other wake features. The low-frequency modulation is seen from the velocity 
spectra to be distributed over a range of frequencies. These oscillations are in- 
phase across the wake and may be interpreted as slow pulsations of the vortex 
formation region. 

Complete lateral traverses of both wakes were made a t  8d downstream of the 
body. The u and v fluctuations were recorded at 28 lateral positions in the case 
of the st-ationary cylinder and 27 positions in the oscillating situation. These 
results for a vortex shedding cycle have been combined to form plots of stream- 
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FIGURE 5. Hot-wire velocity traces outside the wake of a D-shape cylinder. 
( a )  Stationary body. ( b )  'Locked' oscillating condition (Sa/cl = 0.4, U, = 8) .  
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FIGURE 6. The vortex wake around II: = 8d behind a stationary D-shape cylinder. A 
convection velocity of O-SU, has been removed to make the vortex centres stationary. 
( a )  Streamlines. ( b )  Vorticity contours (lowest 20 yo removed). Flow direction from right 
to left. 
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FIGURE 7. The vortex wake around z = 8d behind an oscillating D-shape cylinder. A 
convection velocity of 0.72U0 has been removed to make the vortex centres stationary 
(2a/d = 0-4, U, = 8.0, C,, = -2.39). (a)  Streamlines. (6) Vorticity contours (lowest 20% 
removed). Flow direction from right to left. 

lines and vorticity contours and are shown in figures 6 and 7 .  Strictly the velocity 
field (u, v) is a distribution in the t ,  y plane at some x. However, with the assump- 
tion of a frozen vortex pattern, convected with velocity U,, x space has been 
related to t by x= Uct. The estimation of U,, the downstream convection speed 
of vortex centres, is itself a problem and is discussed more fully by Davies (1975). 
The values used in the two cases under consideration were O.SU, and 0.72U0 for 
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the stationary and oscillating conditions, respectively. They were measured by 
means of two hot wires with considerable longitudinal separation (around 4 4  
about the x = 8d position. The stream function was evaluated as 

$(x, 9) = $0 + J ( u d y  - v d x ) ,  

where $o was defined as zero on an outer free-stream streamline, and an estimate 
of the vorticity was obtained from w(x,y) = avlax-aulay. Figure 6 shows an 
averaged vortex street arrangement composed of fairly circular vortices. This 
does not mean, however, that each individual vortex is of this shape; in fact, it 
is strongly argued by Davies (1975), from other evidence, that the wake consists 
of non-circular vortex clouds which distort and rotate as they are convected 
downstream. Thus the circular pattern may arise from averaging over vortices 
which arrive at the measuring position with random orientation. The streamlines 
of figure 7, by contrast, show some departure from axial symmetry and this 
could be indicative of significant differences in the wake development. Although 
there is evidence (Davies 1975) that the vortex clouds still rotate as they convect 
downstream, it is suggested that the vortex production process is much more 
closely controlled when it is driven by the oscillating cylinder. This is supported 
by the regular trace of figure 5 ( b )  and could lead to vortices arriving a t  the 
measuring location with a much less variable orientation. In  addition, although 
it is generally true that the averaging will tend to remove, rather than accentuate, 
irregularities, it  must be concluded that the waviness of the outer streamlines 
in the lower part of the wake is due to accumulated error in the integration pro- 
cess across the wake, from the reference streamline at y = + 4d. 

Figures 6 and 7 give a general impression of the vortex street geometry, but 
a rather less general representation of the results is necessary to quantify certain 
of the features. The vortex centres in figure 6 are located at approximately 
f. 0.6d and, from an examination of the distribution with x along y /d  = 0.6, the 
maximum was found at  4.35d relative to the origin shown. Through y/d = - 0.6 
the oppositely signed vorticity is revealed to peak on either side of the upper 
maximum, suggesting a longitudinal vortex separation of around 6.06d, which 
is close to the value of 6-15d obtained from the shedding period and convection 
velocity, i.e. from 1 = &If,. Figures 8 and 9 plot the variation of averaged 
vorticity and velocity through the upper vortex centre. Figure 8 confirms the 
centre to be near y/d = 0-6 and figure 9 establishes the value as about 0.63 
(i.e. b/d = 1.26, where b is the lateral vortex spacing) by matching with the 
independently measured convection velocity. 

By the same analysis the synchronized wake yields a value of 5.95d for the 
longitudinal separation, which is consistent with that calculated from 1 = V,/ f,. 
The lateral spacing is seen to be slightly greater than for the stationary body, 
figures 7 ,  10 and 11 suggesting a value of b/d = 1.5. 

A third parameter of the vortex street which can be estimated from these 
results is the average strength (circulation) of an individual vortex. The integral 

Js u . d s  was calculated around a contour which enclosed a vortex and passed 

through points of zero vorticity. The results, summarized in table 1, show an 
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w dl uo 
FIGURE 8. Distribution of vorticity through a vortex centre at  x = 8d behind a stationary 
D-shape cylinder. - - x - -, experiment; - , model prediction (TfU,d = 1.66, R,/d 
= 1.0); A, modified model. 

FIGURE 9. Stationary D-shape cylinder wake at z = 8d. - x -, average velocity profile 
through a vortex centre; - , model prediction (I'/U,d = 1.66, Ro/d = 1.0, bfl = 0.21, 
bfd = 1.26, lfd = 6.1).  
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FIUURE 10. Distribution of vorticity through a vortex centre a t  x = 8d behind an oscil- 
lating D-shape cylinder (2a/d = 0.4, U, = 8, C,, = -2.39). - -x- - ,  experiment; -, 
model prediction (I'/Uod = 3.67, R,/d = 1.45); a, modified model. 
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FIGURE 11. Oscillating D-shape cylinder wake at  z = 8d. - x -, average velocity profile 
through a vortex centre (2a/d = 0.4, U = 8) ; -, model prediction ( r /U0d = 3.67, Ro/d 
= 1.45, b/l = 0.25, b/d = 1.5, l /d  = 5.95). 
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Stationary Synchronized 
D-shape cylinder oscillating cylinder 

cpb - 1.4 - 2.39 
u c  0.8 0.72 

6.1 5.95 
1.26 1.5 
0.21 0.25 

3.24 2-39 

Ild 
bld 
b P 
r/Uod 
a 26% 24 yo 

TABLE 1. comparison of overall wake parameters due to  a stationary 
and 'synchronized ' oscillating D-shape cylinder 

increase of 35 ')!, in the circulation I? of vortices shed from the oscillating cylinder, 
compared with those in the wake of a stationary body. This increase in vortex 
strength is important in terms of self-excited oscillations, since it implies that a 
primary mechanism for increasing the fluctuating side forces on the body is 
provided by a changed sectional wake structure and this effect is additional to 
any increased spanwise correlation. Evidence for a modified vortex development 
process, in the oscillating case, has been given by a flow-visualization film which 
clearly shows that the roll-up of the separated shear layers takes place much 
closer to the rear face of the body. This could be consistent with the fact that 
the roll-up of a shear layer is dependent on its vorticity density (Kaden 1931), 
and should therefore be related to the total vorticity contained in the fully deve- 
loped wake. The increase in vortex strength could, of course, be due to less 
destruction in the shear-layer interaction across the wake (Gerrard 1966), rather 
than as a result of more vorticity being shed into the shear layers, and this aspect 
bears further investigation. 

In  considering the net circulation remaining in a vortex wake, Fage & Johansen 
(1927) and Roshko (1954) suggested an estimate of the total shed by a body could 
be calculated from the value of the mean base pressure. A measure of the rate 
of production of circulation at each separation point is given by dI'/dt = &Ui(t) ,  
where Ub is the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer. On the assumption 
of a constant time mean pressure across the shear layers, the average velocity 

is approximated by kU,, where k2 = 1--Cpb. Thus the total circulation of 
each sign produced in a vortex shedding cycle T is 

rT = pzup(i + (upuo)2), (4.1) 

where u' is the fluctuation of Ub about kU,. For a circular cylinder a t  Reynolds 
numbers around lo5, Dwyer & McCroskey (1973) show ( U ' / ~ U , ) ~  to be approxi- 
mately 0.02 and it is generally considered that this contribution to rT can be 
neglected. Thus from a non-dimensionalized measurement of vortex strength in 
the downstream wake, rm = F/U,d, the fractional circulation remaining can be 
expressed as 

Table 1 shows for the two situations under consideration that only a quarter 
of the shed vorticity is found in the developed vortex street at  xld = 8. That the 

& = %wm/(i-cpb). (4.2) 
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fractional destruction is apparently the same supports the contention that more 
circulation is produced by the oscillating body. It is argued (Davies 1975) that 
the body movement provides an additional vorticity input, which is related to 
its acceleration. This forced input adds to and modifies the normal wake- 
generated fluctuations, in the manner described by the nonlinear oscillator 
models. In  the synchronous region the phase of the vortex development is 
controlled by the body movement, such that the additional vorticity produced 
reinforces the currently growing vortex. In  this way shear layers of a high vor- 
ticity density may develop, producing strong vortices and a velocity field in the 
near wake which helps the vortex clouds resist downstream convection by the 
free stream and promotes growth closer to the rear face of the body. 

Although the measure of shed vorticity given by (4.1) provides a useful 
means of comparing results, it  should be emphasized that it is a definition that 
needs careful interpretation and this point is raised to discuss further the ques- 
tion of vorticity destruction in the developing wake. The fluctuating pressure 
measurements of Novak & Tanaka (1975) for an oscillating circular cylinder 
with synchronized vortex shedding indicate that not only is the average vorticity 
production enhanced (i.e. E increases), but also the process is more asymmetric 
between the separation points (i.e. ( z ~ ' / k U , ) ~  increases) in comparison with the 
corresponding stat'ionary case. This was borne out by flow visualization in the 
case of the oscillating D-shape body, where the growing vortex appeared to 
develop with less interference from the opposite shear layer. Owing to its proxi- 
mity to the rear surface there did, in fact, seem to be a strong interaction with 
the body, with the possible production of secondary vorticity at  this boundary. 
Such a mechanism of cancellation of vorticity at source might explain the 
similar total wake circulation loss in the two cases, in spite of a changed mixing 
process, and it is wondered, therefore, whether more emphasis should not be 
placed on the role of the cylinder base in destroying vorticity produced by its 
front face. This feature is included in the description of vortex shedding given by 
Gerrard (1966)) although most attention is directed to the cross-wake cancella- 
tion mechanism. Sarpkaya (1975) also discusses the same question in reIation to 
his numerical modelling of a flat-plate wake. Both he and Clements (1973) find 
little circulation loss (a  N 0.85) and short vortex formation distances in their 
computational experiments and it seems possible that both methods under- 
estimate the effect of the rear surface of the body. 

A value of 0-85 for a is particularly high in comparison with the values around 
0.35 presented here and also significantly greater than the estimates of 0.6 
(Fage & Johansen 1927)) 0.43 (Roshko 1954) and 0-30 (Bloor & Gerrard 1966, 
assuming r/7rU0d = 0-5, C,, = - 1.10, S = 0.30). In  support of the present 
results, it is shown in the next section that estimates of vortex strength inferred 
from a vortex street model can be very dependent on the analysis employed. 
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5. Matching of conditionally averaged results with a wake model 
5.1. The model 

A number of previous investigators (Fage & Johansen 1927; Timme 1957; 
Schaeffer &Eskinazi 1959; Berger 1964;Bloor & Gerrard 1966; Griffin 1972u)have 
appealed tovortex street models to help interpret their measurements in bluffbody 
wakes. The present results, however, give a direct estimate of the structure of 
the wake of a D-shape cylinder and this provides an opportunity to compare in 
detail the characteristics of the measured wake with those of a simple model. 

Schaefer & Eskinazi considered a finite vortex street and predicted certain 
asymmetric features of the velocity fluctuations, close to the body. By compari- 
son, at  eight diameters behind the D-shape body, the averaged traces were much 
more symmetric and i t  seemed that an infinite-street approximation would be 
more valid. It was decided to use a simple K&rmbn vortex street arrangement 
of point vortices, with certain singularities replaced by some axisymmetric 
finite-area vortex structure. The likely character of a turbulent vortex is a 
subject that has engaged a number of authors, especially in connexion with 
aircraft trailing vortices. Saffman (1973) adopted a scaling approach similar to 
that employed for turbulent boundary layers, to predict the circulation variation. 
Like Hoffman & Joubert (1963), Saffman suggested an outer core with a logarith- 
mic increase in overall circulation and an inner core (including an inner viscous 
core) with 'solid-body rotation'. Bloor & Gerrard (1966) considered Hoffman & 
Joubert's model and found support for their outer core representation, but 
concluded, indirectly, that the familiar exponential viscous vortex provided a 
better inner core description. Pigures 8 and 10 show an exponential viscous 
vortex model matched to the measured profiles of vorticity. Clearly the distri- 
bution around the vortex centre is better described this way than by the constant 
vorticity of the 'solid-body rotation' model, though the outer regions are less 
well matched. However, on further consideration it was not found that theinverse- 
square vorticity decay of an outer logarithmic circulation increase was signifi- 
cantly better, so a simple viscous vortex representation was decided upon as the 
basic framework of a vortex wake model. 

The viscous vortex profile referred to is that obtained from the solution for a 
line vortex diffusing under the action of viscosity, viz. 

where r is the radial distance from the position of the line vortex of strength I' 
at  time t = 0. The velocity described by (5.1) is zero a t  the vortex centre and 
rises to a maximum a t  a radius R,, which is a function of time. The vortices 
used in the model were chosen to be described completely by their strength J? 
and core radius R, (the model had no time dependence), both of which were 
parameters of the matching procedure. 

Thus the viscous vortex produces the following velocity and vorticity varia- 
tions about its centre: 

uo = (I 'pnr) [ 1 - exp ( - r2/4vt) ] ,  (5.1) 

Ug = (r/2nr) [l -exp ( -  l .26(r/R,)2)], 
w = (1-26I'/nR3 exp [ - 1.26(r/R,)2]. 
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FIGURE 12. Vortex street arrangement showing replacement vortices A ,  B and C .  

As the far-field influence given by (5.2) is that of a potential vortex, it was 
only necessary to replace point vortices in the K&rm&n street near regions of 
interest. It is recognized, of course, that (5.3) is a solution of 

aw 8% l a w  -="(p+;z) at 

and that this particular axisymmetric form of the vorticity equation does not 
apply in a wake, where one vortex exists in the strain field of other vortices. 
The superposition of these profiles is intended merely as a means of describing 
a first approximation to an average vortex street. 

Three point vortices in an infinite street were removed and repIaced by vortex 
structures described by (5.2) and (5.3). The resulting complex velocity v = u + iv 
is given, in the complex plane x = x + iy, by 

(5.4) 

where r is the total circulation of each vortex in the street, A,  B, and C identify 
the three viscous vortex positions (figure 12), b and 1 are the lateral and longi- 
tudinal vortex separations, 

ZA = Bib, .% = x2+ (y -&b)2 ,  

ZB = - g l - i i b ,  ~ 2 s  = (Z + iZ)2 + (y + qb)2, 
xc = BZ - Bib, 
aJ = [( 1 - exp ( - 1 .26(~ , /R , )~ ) )  (2 - ZJ)]/r5,  

for J = A ,  B, C; an overbar represents the complex conjugate. 

r& = (z - &Z)2+ (y + ib )2 ,  
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It is considered that the insertion of the vortices at A ,  B and C provides a 
representation of the velocity field in - < x < 91 and assumed that this wake 
cycle repeats throughout space (or time, if one considers the vortex street 
convecting past a fixed point). The cyclic repetition allows a Fourier decom- 
position to be made, the transform of the u velocity fluctuation being simply 

(5.5) 
I *  

S ( h )  = - 6(h- NIZ) u(x)  exp ( -  2nixh)  dx, 
1 N=-m 

which yields energy estimates at the fundamental and harmonic frequencies, 
or wavenumbers. A number of preliminary investigations (reported in Davies 
1975) demonstrate the general good behaviour of the model and have brought 
to light some interesting features. Bloor & Gerrard observed that the peak 
intensity of the fundamental u velocity fluctuations did not occur a t  the core 
radius and this is predicted by the model for vortices of sufficiently large area. 
As the core radius is increased and the cross-wake influence increases the peak 
energy moves slowly inwards towards the vortex centre and, in fact, considerable 
fluctuations are found along the line of centres itself. That the induced velocity 
is not constant along this line emphasizes the fact that the vortex convection 
speed cannot be equated to t,he time-mean wake velocity at the lateral position 
of the vortex centre. This is demonstrated experimentally by comparing figures 
3 and 9,  in the region of the vortex centre, y/d = 0.63 (ii/Uo - 0.75, UJU, = 0.8). 

The next step was to attempt to match the detailed wake profiles, obtained 
by the conditional averaging process, to those of the vortex model in order to 
highlight any fundamental inadequacies in this representation. 

5.2. Stationary D-shape cylinder 

It can be seen from (5.3) that the maximum vorticity in the viscous vortex occurs 
a t  its centre (r = 0) ,  and is a function of r and R, only. It has been remarked 
that the maximum u velocity fluctuations occur near the core radius R,, and this 
feature has been used in producing the match shown in figure 13. The values of  
I'/Uod = 1.66 and Ro/d = 1 were arrived a t  by seeking a good match consistent 
with ( 1 . 2 6 r l n R ~ )  = urnax, from (5.3); where urnax was obtained from the experi- 
mental points in figure 8. A prediction of the w velocity variation through a vortex 
centre can now be obtained from (5.4) using the above values of I? and R,, plus 
the empirically determined spacing ratios (table I). A comparison with the 
measured profile is displayed in figure 9, where a free stream has been added to 
the stationary arrangement drawn in figure 12. It is immediately obvious that 
the match is poor and, particularly, that the model underestimates the induced 
backflow in the centre of the wake. It can now be seen from figures 9 and 13 how 
various estimates of circulation may be inferred from a vortex street representa- 
tion. Clearly much higher values of vortex strength would be required to satisfy 
completely the difference between the vortex convection speed and the free- 
stream velocity, using a K&rm&n potential street model. On the other hand the 
analysis of the wake fluctuations performed by Bloor & Gerrard yielded vortices 
compatible with tlhe match shown in figure 13. Fage & Johansen also used a 

I5 P L M  75 
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FIGURE 13. Variance of average velocity fluctuations a t  x = 8d in the wake of a stationary 
D-shape cylinder. Experiment: x , ZL velocity; 0, v velocity. Model predictions: -*-, 

21 velocity; - - - - , v velocity. 

fluctuating velocity approach, but their measurements were made outside the 
wake and figure 13 reveals the need for larger circulations to match the far-field 
effects. It remains, however, to reconcile the various defects in the model pre- 
dictions, so consider now the deficiency in the wake profile in figure 9. This is 
shown plotted in figure 14, together with an inversion of the same curve to 
simulate the velocity through the centre of a vortex on the other side of the 
wake. The combined picture emphasizes the symmetry of the basic curve, the 
mean being reasonably close to either profile. This is an interesting outcome 
since the addition of a mean wake defect would, of course, add no energy to the 
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FIGURE 14. Stationary D-shape cylinder. Additional velocity required to match theoretical 
model with experiment. -x-, required velocity through a vortex centre; -0-, 
inversion of - x - profile ; - - - , mean additional shear. 

model prediction of figure 13. The greatest asymmetry of the defect velocity in 
figure 14 is around y/d = 3 and these fluctuations are seen to be necessary to 
complete the matching of the energy distribution in figure 13. It is possible that 
the difficulty in matching the outer wake energy and also the centre-line v 
fluctuations may be attributable to a smearing of the measured pattern by the 
variability of vortex strength and position. To substantiate the consistency of 
the model further, the addition of the mean shear to the basic model prediction 
of time-mean velocity is shown in figure 15 to produce a perfect match with the 
experimental points. 

It now merely remains to calculate the additional vorticity contributed to the 
wake by this mean shear field. On the assumption of negligible mean v velocities, 
the contribution to the vorticity has been taken as that given by differentiating 
the average profile of figure 14. The resulting values have been added to the 
model curve in figure 8, which now demonstrates good agreement with the 
experimental measurements and suggests strongly that a good representation 
of an average vortex wake of a D-shape cylinder is given by a staggered street of 
circular-area vortices together with a substantial mean shear. 

15-2 
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FIGURE 16. Mean velocity profiles in the wake of a stationary D-shape cylinder. - x -, 
experiment ; - , theoretical model (r/Uod = 1.66, Ro/d = 1.0, b/l  = 0.21); A, model 
prediction plus mean shear from figure 14. 

5.3. Synchronized oscillating D-shape cylinder 
The matching process described in $5.2 has been applied to the results obtained 
in the wake of the oscillating cylinder and the results are presented in figures 10, 
11, 16, 17 and IS. It is seen that a considerable mean shear is again required to 
be superimposed upon the basic arrangement of a street of circular vortices, 
so that the overall conclusions are essentially the same as for the stationary- 
cylinder wake. There were, however, certain difficulties in matching details of 
the measured distributions, especially in the area of the outer core radius, 
y[d - 2-2. It was suggested earlier that the oscillating body synchronized the 
phase of vortex production and produced a less variable vortex structure at the 
measuring position, thus revealing more of the true character in the average 
shape. It must, therefore, be considered that the deficiency of a, velocity energy 
in figure 16 and the departure from almost perfect symmetry of the defect in 
figure 17 may be due to inadequacies in modelling the vortices as circular struc- 
tures. It is also evident from figure 17 that the additional shear adds a significant 
amount of vorticity a t  the vortex centre (figure lo), an unnecessary addition in 
terms of obtaining a good fit. The selection of the vortex parameters is not, 
however, a completely deterministic process and alternative descriptions could 
well be possible. The final vortex strength seems an overestimate when compared 
to the experimental value of 3.24, though it is noted that the choice of a weaker 
basic vortex street to remedy this would require more adjustment of the vortex 
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itself to match the energy curve in figure 16. Arguably, this could be more 
realistic, however, and might underline the need to depart from axisymmetric 
distributions as a means of description. 

6. Conclusions 
The technique of conditional averaging has been shown to be useful in examin- 

ing the conditions in the wake of a stationary and oscillating D-shape cylinder. 
When the body was oscillated in such a way as to lock the vortex shedding to 
its own frequency significant changes were observed in the vortex street struc- 
ture. The cylinder movement was shown to enhance the production of vorticity 
such that the resultant vortices were found to have 35 yo more circulation than 
those in the stationary-body wake. It was estimated, however, that in both 
cases only a quarter of the vorticity shed from the front face survived the vortex 
production process. A vortex model has been constructed to attempt to simplify 
the vortex street description and this has revealed that a mean shear needs to 
be added to the basic array of circular vortices for an adequate match of the 
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FIGURE 17. Oscillating D-shape cylinder (,Oa/d = 0.4, 77, = 8). Additional velocity re- 
quired t o  match theoretical model with experiment. - x -, required velocity through 
a vortex centre ; - 0-, inversion of - x - profile ; - - - -, mean additional shear. 

FIGURE 18. Mean velocity profiles in the wake of an oscillating D-shape cylinder (2a/d 
= 0-4, IU = 8). x ,  experiment; - , theoretical model ( r /Uod = 3.67, Ro/d = 1.45, 
b/Z = 0.25);  A, model prediction plus additional shear froin figure 17. 

measured average profiles. In  comparing the directly measured wake circulation 
with estimates inferred from vortex street models, it  has become clear t'hat such 
values are particularly sensitive to their means of determination. 

It has been pointed out that the success in using circular vortices to predict 
the average wake structure is not incompatible with the existence of individual 
vortex clouds which are non-circular and distort and rotate as they move down- 
stream. 

The work reported here was supported by the S.R.C. as part of a programme 
of basic studies of turbulent flows. The investigation was initiated by Dr P. W. 
Bearman and I should like to thank him for his subsequent supervision a,nd 
support. 
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